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Chic in LA: Lucas Studio & Harbinger 

 
After visiting Harbinger in Almont Yard, we popped over to their sister space Lucas Studio, 

the interior design space of Joe Lucas and Parrish Chilcoat. They weren't around but it was fun 
peeking into their space. 
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The studio houses the fabrics and wallpapers that are sold through Harbinger. 
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Hand painted fabrics from Prints, Etc. hang on one wall. 

 

They also offer the fabulous fabrics and wallpapers from Katie Ridder. 

 

There is something about printed fabrics that will always remind me of LA now! 
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Sister Parish may be gone but her wallpaper designs live on. 

 

One of the cutest parts of the studio was the powder room. It was papered in a design by 
Katie Ridder. Hidden behind the striped curtain are all the fabric samples. 
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It's hard to photography such a tiny room but I had to show you the wonderful color on the back 
of the door! The mirror is also for sale! 

 

If I worked in Almont Yard, I would definitely be sitting outside most of the day! It's the 
cutest area in all of LA! 
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Below Kathryn Ireland in Almont Yard in LA is the cutest little shop called Harbinger. It is the 
offshoot of Lucas Studio started by Joe Lucus and Parrish Chilcoat which is housed right next 
door. Unfortunately the owners weren't around for our visit but it was still fun checking out the 

great mix of furniture and art that they sell. Lucky for you, they list all their fabulous finds online 
too! Happy Shopping! 
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Harbinger 
Almont Yard 

636-A North Almont Drive 
West Hollywood, CA 90069 

310.858.6884 
info@HarbingerLA.com 
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